
How to use demand data for… MARKETING

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted
by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Parrot Analytics’ demographic analysis of a show identifies key information about the show’s 

audience that can be used to guide an effective marketing campaign on any platform.

Example: A regional SVOD acquired the rights to a critically acclaimed premium drama from the 

US. The SVOD needed to inform audiences in the region that the show was now legally 

available to them by subscribing to the SVOD.

Parrot Analytics analyzed the SVOD’s audience demographics to identify the ideal target 

audience for the show in their markets. This enabled the SVOD to advertise effectively and get 

the best results for their advertising budget.

Effectively Promoting New Content
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Three specific insights aided the 
SVOD in their marketing decision-
making:

• Knowing the proportion of the
series’ fans by both age and
gender allowed the SVOD to
precisely target TV
advertisements.

• The demographic data pinpointed
fans’ other interests. Knowing
these allowed online
advertisements to be placed on
sites catering to those interests.

• Finally, an Affinity analysis
identified other TV shows fans of 
the newly acquired series tend to 
watch. This was used for internal 
marketing as subscribers who had 
watched high affinity shows had 
the new show specifically 
recommended to them.

Affinity Rank Show Name

1 Game Of Thrones

2 Scandal

3 The Walking Dead

4 Big Little Lies

5 13 Reasons Why

Female 

Male

Parrot Analytics’ capability to uncover fan demographics and viewing behaviors 
unlocks the opportunity for powerful marketing strategies for content acquisitions.

Business Questions:

• My company has acquired the rights to a new title—how can I best promote it?


